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APEXEL APL-HB110W 110° wide angle phone lens
Nowadays,  when  shooting  with  a  smartphone  has  become  almost  a  daily  occurrence,  looking  for  ways  to  improve  the  quality  of  our
photos is natural. This is where the APEXEL APL-HB110W wide-angle lens enters the scene, a device that takes mobile photography to a
whole new level. See what it can offer you! 
 
A unique perspective
The  APL-HB110W from Apexel  was  designed  with  passionate  photographers  in  mind,  offering  an  impressive  110°  viewing  angle.  This
means the user is able to capture wide landscapes, cityscapes or group shots without having to move away from the subject. With clear
corners and minimized distortion, each photo retains natural proportions and rich detail.
 
Construction and materials
The APEXEL APL-HB110W combines advanced technology and durability. Its design is based on a high-quality optical coating supported
by robust aluminum and ABS components. This combination of materials guarantees not only excellent image quality, but also resistance
to daily use.
 
Ease of installation and compatibility
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One of the most important advantages of this lens is its versatility. Thanks to the universal clip with M17 thread, mounting on almost any
smartphone is quick and hassle-free. Whether it's an iPhone, Samsung, Xiaomi or any other brand, the APEXEL APL-HB110W is ready to
use almost immediately out of  the box. Compatibility with 98% of cell  phones makes it  an ideal  choice for anyone looking to improve
their mobile photography experience.
 
Included
wide angle lensdouble camera clipclean clothsilicone coveruser manual 
Manufacturer  Apexel  Model  APL-HB110WLens type110° wide-angle lens (clear  corner  with minimized distortion)    Main materialoptical
coating  +  aluminum  +  ABSFunction  enlarges  the  camera's  field  of  view  and  captures  a  wider  viewMountingUniversal  clip  with  M17
threadCompatible 98% of cell phones

Preço:

€ 21.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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